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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that boundary value problems for hyperbolic equations 
are in general improperly posed problems. For example, the solution of 
the two-dimensional wave equation u,, - utt = 0, in a rectangle with 
sides forming 45-degree angles with the coordinate axes, is completely 
determined by its values on only two adjacent sides of the rectangle. On the 
other hand, if the rectangle has sides parallel to the coordinate axes, it has 
been shown by Bourgin and Duffin [2] that the solution of the Dirichlet 
problem is unique if and only if the ratio of the sides of the rectangle is an 
irrational number. A similar result was also established in [2] for the Neumann 
problem. Related results for the two-dimensional wave equation concerned 
with questions of uniqueness, existence and continuous dependence of the 
solution on the boundary data have been carried out by John [lo], Fox 
and Pucci [S], and Abdul-Latif and Diaz [l] and the references contained 
therein. 
More recently, in [3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 14, 151, the Bourgin and Duffin 
results have been extended to boundary value problems for various classes 
of nonsingular and singular nonelliptic equations. In all of these papers 
the proofs make use of energy integral arguments combined with eigen- 
function expansions and rely upon the following assumptions: (a) The 
associated elliptic operator L of the given equation is selfadjoint; (b) the 
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undifferentiated term in L has the proper fixed sign so as to allow the 
applicability of various energy integral arguments; and (c) L has a complete 
set of eigenfunctions. 
Using a different technique which does not rely on energy integral argu- 
ments, we prove similar uniqueness criteria for abstract boundary value 
problems, under weaker hypotheses than those considered in the above 
works. As a consequence all the previous results will readily be seen to be 
valid without the assumptions (a) and (b) and in most cases without the 
assumption (c). Moreover, since our results are of an abstract nature, they 
apply to a wider class of problems than were treated by the previous authors. 
Related results for singular abstract boundary value problems will be the 
subject of a subsequent paper, which is currently in preparation [4]. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we obtain uniqueness 
criteria for second order abstract ordinary differential operator equations. 
Generalizations of these results to even order abstract partial differential 
operator equations are carried out in Section 3. In Section 4 our results 
are applied to wide classes of boundary value problems for partial differential 
equations. 
2. SECOND ORDER ABSTRACT ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR EQUATIONS 
In what follows we let B be a Banach space, which for convenience of 
notation, we take to be real. Let B* denote the dual of B and (f, u) denote 
the pairing off E B* with II E B. 
Let D(N) C B be a dense linear subspace. N: D(N) -+ B and M: D(M) + B 
are given closed linear operators with D(N) C D(M) C B. 
Since we shall only be concerned with linear problems, it suffices to 
consider only homogeneous problems in order to obtain uniqueness criteria. 
We begin by considering the abstract problem 
M(d2u/dt2) + Nu = 0, t E [O, Tl, 
-cos O,(du/dt)(O) + sin ~9,u(O) = 0, (2-l) 
cos O,(du/dt)(T) + sin &u(T) = 0, 
where 8, and 8, are prescribed constants with 0 < 0, < 7~12, 0 < e2 < 1~12. 
By a solution of (2.1) we mean a function u: [0, T] -+ D(N) with the proper- 
ties that in the norm of B, u E Ca([O, T]; B), the space of twice strongly 
(in norm) continuously differentiable functions in [0, T] and (2.1) is satisfied. 
We assume, in addition, that Mu and Nu are strongly continuous if u is a 
solution of (2.1). 
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Associated with (2.1) is the scalar eigenvalue problem 
(d%p/dt2) + Alp = 0, t E (0, T), 
-cos e,(dq/dt)(O) + sin t?&,(o) = 0 (2.2) 
cos B,(dv/dt)( T) + sin B,cp( T) = 0. 
We denote by {P)~}& the complete set of eigenfunctions corresponding 
to the eigenvalues {)Llc}F=r of (2.2). 
Let ur@r, N) denote the point spectrum of N relative to M, i.e., 
p E uP(M, N) if the operator equation NW = AMw has a nontrivial solution 
with h = ,u. 
THEOREM 1. Let u be a solution of (2.1) and let M and N satisfy the 
preceding hypotheses. Then u = 0 if and only if 
A, 6 dM, W, k = 1, 2,... . (2.3) 
Proof. Assuming (2.3) holds, let u be a solution of (2.1) and set 
Uk = I oT dt) 44 4 
which is clearly defined since u is strongly continuous. Since the operators 
M and N are closed and Mu and Nu are strongly continuous we have 
Milk = 
s o= v&) Mu(t) 4 
Nuk = 
s o* a(t) Wt) dt 
so that for every f E B* 
<f, Nu,) = /‘v&)<f, Nu) dt = - joT w&Kf, MV2Wt2)) dt 
0 
=- s oT v,(W2/dt2Kf, Mu) 4 
where the last step follows from the fact that strong differentiability implies 
weak differentiability. On integrating by parts twice and using (2.2) and 
the fact that u satisfies the boundary conditions at t = 0 and t = T we 
find that 
<f, Wd = 4s s,’ v&>(f, Mu) dt = Mf> Mu,>. 
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Consequently, 
(f, Nul, - X,Mu,) = 0 
for all f E B*. By a well-known consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem 
[13] it follows that 
Nub - &Mu, = 0, k = 1, 2,..., 
which, in view of hypothesis (2.3), yields ulc = 0, K = 1,2,... . Hence for 
anyfEB* we have 
Since the eigenfunctions {(P~}:=~ are complete, it follows that (f, u> = 0 
for all f E B* and thus u = 0 for all t E [0, T]. 
If (2.3) does not hold, then some A, E u,(M, N). If we denote by wK the 
corresponding eigenfunctions of N relative to M, then clearly u = v,(t)w, 
is a nontrivial solution of (2.1). Thus the theorem is established. 
Remark. We note that the boundary conditions in (2.1) reduce to the 
Dirichlet boundary conditions u(0) = u(T) = 0 when e1 = 6, = 42, and 
therefore the uniqueness condition (2.3) takes the form 
k2rr2/T2 # +(M, N), k = 1, 2,... . (2.4) 
Similarly, the boundary conditions in (2.1) reduce to the Neumann boundary 
conditions (&J/&)(O) = (du/dt)( T) = 0 when 8, = 0, = 0, and therefore 
the uniqueness condition (2.3) takes the form 
(k - 1)2 r2/T2 4 up(M, N), k = 1, 2,... . cw 
In the case of Neumann boundary conditions we also have the following 
refinement of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let u be a solution of (2.1) with 0, = 0, = 0, and let M 
and N satisfy the preceding hypotheses. Then u = constant ;f and only ;f 
(k - I)” rr2/T2 $ q(M, N), k = 2, 3,... . (2.6) 
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, we now obtain, since 
the eigenfunctions {v~}& are complete and v1 = constant, that (f, u) = 
constant for each fixedf E B*. We claim that u(t) = constant for all t E [0, T]. 
If not, then there exist t, , t, E [0, T] such that u(tJ - u(t2) # 0. Hence 
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by the Hahn-Banach theorem and its consequence once more, there exists 
an f E B* such that 
0 z <f, u(G) - u(t& = (f, u(G)> - <f, u(tJ>, 
which is a contradiction since (f, u) = constant for every r! E [0, T]. 
If (2.6) does not hold then some A, E gP(M, N). If we again denote by 
wIE the corresponding eigenfunction of N relative to M, then clearly u = 
vk(t)wk is a nonconstant solution of (2.1) with 8, = 0s = 0. Thus the theorem 
is proved. 
Similar refinements, for other special cases of the boundary conditions 
in (2.1), are also possible but we shall not pursue this matter any further. 
3. AEBTRACT PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR EQUATIONS 
In this section we extend the results of the previous section to higher 
order abstract partial differential operator equations. 
Let Y be a bounded region in the m-dimensional space y = (yr ,..., ym) 
with smooth boundary 8Y. 
We consider the abstract problem 
M(Lp) + Nu = 0, YE B, 
Bju = 0, YEW j = I,..., 1. 
(3.1) 
Here L, is a linear partial differential operator in y of order 21, I = 1,2,..., 
and {Bj}jpl are linear partial differential boundary operators to be specified 
below. The hypotheses on the operator M and N are retained from the 
previous section. By a solution of (3.1) we mean a function u: P + D(N) 
with the properties that in the norm of B, u E P(F; B) and (3.1) is satisfied. 
The associated scalar eigenvalue problem is given by 
L,rp + $J = 0, YE y, 
B,v = 0, YEaYj j = l,..., 1. 
(3.2) 
THEOREM 3. Let u be a solution of (3.1) and let M and N satisfy the 
preceding hypotheses. Assume that there exists a complete set of eigenfunctions 
{pk}& corresponding to the tigenoalues {h,}& of the problem (3.2). If the 
operators L, and {Bj}i=;, are such that 
1 dr> L&f, Mu) dy = /YL.pllc(y)(f, Mu) dr (3.3) 
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holdsforallfEB*, thenuuOifandonlyif 
hk $4w NJ, k = 1, 2,... . (3.4) 
Proof. Assuming (3.4) holds, let u be a solution of (3.1) and set 
ulc = I y’p~(~) 4~) 4, 
which is clearly defined since u is strongly continuous. Proceeding as in 
the proof of Theorem 1, we have for every f E B* 
<f, N’&’ = j-Y ‘Pk(y)(f, Nu) dy = - s, 9)dY)(fy i&/U) dr 
=- 
I (Pk(y)Lu<f, Mu) dy, Y 
where the last step follows from the fact that strong differentiability implies 
weak differentiability. Using hypothesis (3.3) and the fact that r&(y) satisfies 
(3.2) we find that 
(f> %c) = - jyLy9)k(y)<f, Mu) dy = b<f> M“,). 
Consequently, 
(f, hh, - khk) = 0 
for all f E B*. Proceeding now exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1 we 
conclude that u = 0 for all y E y. 
If (3.4) does not hold then some X, E u,(M, N). If we again denote by wk 
the corresponding eigenfunction of N relative to M, then clearly u = vk(y)wk 
is a nontrivial solution of (3.1). 
In a similar fashion we have 
THEOREM 4. Let u be a solution of (3.1) and let M and N satisfy the 
preceding hypotheses. Assume that there exists a complete set of ezgenfuunctions 
(9)k}zS1 corresponding to the eigenvalues (hk}& of problem (3.2), with q+ = 
constant corresponding to h, = 0. If the operators L, and {Bj}j, are such that 
(3.3) holds for all f E B*, then u FE constant if and only if 
‘k 6 +4M W 
We omit the details. 
k = 2, 3,... . (3.5) 
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4. EXAMPLES 
In this section we give some applications of the preceding theorems 
to boundary value problems for partial differential equations. (That is, 
M and N are partial differential operators.) The list is not intended to be 
exhaustive. Moreover, due to considerations of length, we shall not give 
a completely rigorous verification of all the hypotheses needed on the 
operators M and N. In this regard, however, we note that an examination 
of the preceding proofs reveals that the closedness property of the operators 
M and N was only used to allow the interchangeability of these operators 
with the integral defining uk . Since we shall assume in this section that the 
operators M and N have smooth coefficients and that the solutions under 
consideration are classical, we may perform this operation by applying 
standard results in analysis. 
Throughout this section X will be a bounded domain in n-dimensional 
space x = (x1 ,..., x,) with boundary 8X and as before Y will be a bounded 
domain in m-dimensional space y = (y, ,..., ym) with boundary aY. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let IT be the interval 0 < t < T and let Qr be the cylin- 
drical domain 
QT = X x IT 
with boundary aQr . Let N denote the operator 
N = - c u,(x) D” = - f c u~~...~,(x) Dy *.* D’,, (4.1) 
IYISZZ, i=a Yl+-*+Y,=j 
which need not be elliptic. (Here we are using standard multi-index notation 
[9].) If, further, we set M = I (the identity operator) and 0, = 0, = 77/2, 
then (2.1) takes the form 
(azqat2) + Nu = 0, (x,t)~Qr, 
u(x, t) = 0, (x9 t) E aQr * 
(4.2) 
According to Theorem 1, the uniqueness condition is given by (2.4), i.e., 
k+=/T2 # ph , k = 1, 2 ,..., k = 1, 2 ,..., (4.3) 
where the ph are the eigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem 
NW = pw, XEX, 
w(x) = 0, xEax. 
(4.4) 
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In the special case in which N is given by 
N = - i& (%W &):+ c(x)I, 3 (4.5) 
the uniqueness condition (4.3) was obtained in [7] under the following 
additional assumptions. 
(a) The operator N is elliptic; i.e., the matrix (uij) is symmetric 
and positive definite in X, 
(b) c(z) 3 0 in X; 
(c) the eigenvalue problem (4.4) h as a complete set of eigenfunctions. 
Remark. By replacing the Dirichlet boundary condition in (4.2) by 
more general boundary conditions, Theorems 1 and 2 can be used to obtain 
further uniqueness criteria which generalize and improve upon corresponding 
criteria obtained in [5, 121. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Q denote the cylindrical domain 
Q=XxY 
with boundary aQ. With M = I, N given by (4.1), L, = A (m-dimensional 
Laplacian) and B, = I the system (3.1) takes the form 
Au+Nu =O, (x, Y> E Q, 
U(X,Y) = 0, (x9 Y) E aQ* 
(4.6) 
We assume that the boundary aY is sufficiently smooth in order to admit 
the divergence theorem and in order to guarantee the existence of a complete 
set of eigenfunction {(~~}:~r corresponding to the eigenvalues (X,}~~r of the 
problem 
4 + b = 0, Y E y, 
V(Y) = 09 YEay. 
In this case hypothesis (3.3) of Theorem 3 becomes 
s y%(Y) AU(Y) dY = s, 4Y> 44Y) dY> 
which is valid in view of the divergence theorem and the boundary condi- 
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tions. Consequently, the uniqueness condition, according to Theorem 3, 
is given by 
bc f ph 7 h= 1,2 )..., k= 1,2 )..., (4.7) 
where the ph are the eigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem (4.4). 
The uniqueness condition (4.7) was obtained in [3], for the special case 
in which N is given by (4.5) and assumptions (aHc) in Example 1 hold. 
We note that in this case assumption (c) is in principle the same as our 
assumption of the completeness of the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian. 
Remark. Once again we may replace the Dirichlet boundary condition 
in (4.6) by more general boundary conditions and thus obtain criteria which 
generalize and improve upon corresponding criteria obtained in [3] for 
ultrahyperbolic equations. 
EXAMPLE 3. In Examples 1 and 2 the operators on the left sides of 
(4.2) and (4.6), respectively, can be replaced by higher order formally self- 
adjoint operators provided their corresponding eigenvalue problems possess 
a complete set of eigenfunctions. 
EXAMPLE 4. Here we consider a simple example in which the operator M 
is not the identity operator. Again, this example is only a prototype for a 
wide class of such problems. Let Jar0 be the interval 01 < x1 < /3 and let 
Qas be the cylindrical domain 
with boundary aQma. We consider the problem 
igl & (%(Y) $) + 4Yb] - $ = O, (xI,Y)EQ~~s, 
(4.8) 
obtained by setting M = K(x$, N = --@/8x,2, B, = I, and 
(4.9) 
in (3.1). Here K(q) is a given function which may change sign in Jaus and 
consequently Eq. (4.7) may be of mixed type. In particular, the Eq. (4.7) 
includes Tricomi’s equation 
x@224/ay,2) - (a%/axl2) = 0. 
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Assuming that the hypotheses on the boundary aY are retained from 
Example 2, let {P)~}‘& be the complete set of eigenfunctions corresponding 
to the eigenvalues (X,}& of the problem 
L,g, + AT = 0, YEY, 
9J(Y) = 09 yEaY. 
Hypothesis (3.3) of Theorem 3 becomes in this case 
s, J+l) (Pk(Y) LW dY = s, K(Xl) U(Y) Jhc(Y) dY, 
which is valid in view of the divergence theorem and the boundary condi- 
tions. Consequently, the uniqueness condition, according to Theorem 3, 
is given by 
h f ph , k = 1, 2 ,..., h = 1, 2 ,...) 
where the /*.h are the eigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem 
(4.10) 
(d%u/dx,2) + pK(x,)w = 0, 
w(a) = w(B) = 0. 
The uniqueness condition (4.10) was obtained in [l l] under the further 
assumptions that L, is elliptic with c(y) < 0 in Y and K(x,) > 0 in the 
nonelliptic part of the region &. 
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